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18th Cascade Crest Classic 100
Miler Endurance Run
A 100 mile endurance footrace in the Central Cascades. A loop course
that begins and ends at Easton, WA at the fire station. The course is
mostly on single track trail, with some forest service roads and a little
pavement thrown in. It covers some of the toughest and most scenic trails
in Washington, including 30 miles on the PCT. This is the classic, old
school ultra race where many folks know each other.
www.cascadecrest100.com.
The Cascade Crest 100 originally was known as the Cascade Crest Classic, hence the CCC100. There is no fanfare, little hoopla, and no awards
ceremony. It has a refreshing spirit of community quality. It starts and finishes at the Volunteer Fire Station in the little town of Easton, WA. The
town has a diner for milk shakes, a drive through espresso that is rarely
open, and not much else. The race is hard, in the Cascade Mountains,
and is a course of amazing beauty in every mile. The course has officially
just over 23,000 feet of elevation gain. (continues on page 4)

Book of the month
Skeletons on the Zahara
Everywhere hailed as a masterpiece of historical adventure,
this enthralling narrative recounts the experiences of
twelve American sailors who
were shipwrecked off the coast
of Africa in 1815, captured by
desert nomads, sold into slavery, and subjected to a hellish
two-month journey through the
bone-dry heart of the Sahara.
Author: Dean King
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Looking Ahead

Incorporated 1916
MEMBER OF: Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs, Washington Trails Association. Washington Environmental Council. Washington Wilderness Coalition. MidFORC Coalition
The primary objective of this club is to encourage the healthful enjoyment of the great outdoors, to preserve its natural
beauty and to promote good fellowship among all lovers of
nature.
PO Box 352 Seattle, WA 98111

To stay the most current just check the calendar on the
website!
https://washingtonalpineclub.org/current/calendar?
month=dec&yr=2015


New Snow Dinner—12/10



Telemark/Randonee class—Early January
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MOVING?
Please update your info on the website:

www.washingtonalpineclub.org

Fall is the time to renew your membership in the WAC for
another year. These rainy days and long nights make it super easy to do! Just look yourself up in the members section
to see when your membership expires. https://
washingtonalpineclub.org/renew-your-membership
Thanks for supporting your club! Remember you membership dues and any additional contribution are tax deductible!
You can also pay by check. Please send your check today
made out to “WAC”, to:
Washington Alpine Club
c/o Dave Wilson
3629 Whitman Ave. N
Seattle, WA 98103
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President’s Corner
As the Beatles once said, “let me introduce myself”. I am the new
president of the WAC having been voted in at the annual meeting
at the cabin in October of this year. I have been a member of the
WAC since 2000 when I was first introduced to the WAC by Mike
Garrison, a work colleague at Boeing. Mike had taken me on a
climb of Sahale in the summer of 2000 when I didn’t know how to
tie into a rope or rappel. He tied me him, showed me how to rappel
and I never looked back.
I took the Basic Climbing Class in 2001 at age 51, and absolutely
loved it. I had been hiking for most of my life, x-c skiing for much of
it, downhill skiing for part of it, but this was something new and exciting that would really push me. I just loved every part of the class
and vowed to continue with the WAC as an instructor, which I did
starting the following year. I have helped out as an instructor for
the basic class every year since and was co-chair of the class in 20112012. I have also been an instructor for the Intermediate class and the
backcountry ski class on and off for the past 10 years.
It’s a little hard to remember exactly when but I was asked to join the
Board around 2004 to take over the position of Treasurer of the WAC
from Doerte. I did this for three years before turning this over to Toby
who eventually turned it over to Dave who is our current Treasurer.
Outside of the WAC I worked for Boeing for 35 years as an acoustics
engineer and manager primarily in Product Development. I have
worked on the 707, 727,737, 747, 757, 767, 777, and the 787. A lot of
airplanes over the years. I retired in 2010 and really love it.
I have been married to Judy for 35 years. We have one son, Ben, who
has 4 children, and lives about 5 miles from us. We take care of the
kids a couple of days every week which we absolutely love doing. Being a grandparent is quite wonderful.
Now I would like to say a few words about Mike Mahanay, our outgoing
president. Mike was president for 14 years, unprecedented in WAC
history. He did an amazing job for the club leading us through a period
of tremendous growth. When I joined the club, we had about 200 members, now we have about 500 and it has been quite consistent for many
years.

Mike has also put countless hours
into the cabin making sure it is
open on schedule, meeting with
people about parking, sewer, fire
alarm system, and generally helping out with just about everything
going on up there. There are clearly others who have done a lot (three
people are recognized elsewhere in
this bulletin), but Mike not only
helped with the cabin, he also oversaw most operations of the club,
most of which are not visible to others, even those on the Board. His
legacy will live with us for many
years to come and I can only hope
to carry on in his footsteps.
Ira Rushwald
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Telemark and Randonee Skiing Class on
Wednesday Nights
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18th Cascade Crest Classic 100 Miler Endurance run (continued)
Cascade Crest has a devoted community who returns year-after-year to
bring it all together for the 34 hours runners are on the course. It attracts

Come join the oldest and
largest telemark ski instruction program in the US. The
program also has classes for
Randonee / Alpine skiers.
Develop your skills so you
can enjoy the backcountry
even more.

the kind of runner who’s looking for a very long day of exploring wild, beau-

All levels between “never
skied” and “advanced” are
available.

had never run a 100 miler. I have done more than 100 Ultras (races longer

tiful, amazing mountains with dozens of old and new friends. Everyone who
toes the starting line is inspiring.
Why?
WAC members, Arthur Martineau (11 CC100 finishes) Jeff Wright (finished
Bigfoot 200 this summer) and Miles Ohlrich have all completed 100 milers. I
than 26.2 miles) in my running career, but 100 miles with no sleep always
seemed beyond the limit of fun. Doerte and I both volunteered at Cole Butte

Location: Summit West —
just across the freeway from
the WAC Cabin.
Days/Dates: Wednesdays:
Jan 11, 18, 25, Feb 1, 8, 15,
2017.
Times: Lessons run from
7:30-9:30 PM
Lesson cost: $TBD (last
year was $165) when you
sign up prior to December
1st , after that $TBD (Last
year $215.00) – Availability
may also be limited after
December 1st.
More Info / Sign Up: Contact Randy Oakley @ SkiWeds@gmail.com or 425736-6493

last year and were quickly caught up in the excitement. Although early in
the race it was evident what an amazing journey the runners were on. This
year I found myself looking for new challenges. Suddenly training time was
not limited any longer. Doerte almost had me committed before the lottery
even opened. We were in LA at the Olympic Marathon Trials when I got the
email I was in. The easy way out did not happen. I was in.
Cascade Crest is hard! Why not find an easier 100 miler? This is our backyard local race, and a true classic of the running community! Why would I
want to travel to a race where my friends aren’t, the scenery is less spectacular, and the course is less challenging? Bring it on!
Training
My training began as soon as I signed up for the lottery. I worked to build
my weekly base to 50 miles as well as increasing both time and elevation.
As the spring and summer evolved I was on my way to 80+ and then 90+
mile weeks. The Snoqualmie Pass Training runs weekend completed my
training with back to back 50ks’s on the course. Jesse Lange, last year’s
winner was there so I knew it was the right thing to do.
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The three week taper from the training runs was the worst part of the process. After months of running a lot
almost every day it was difficult to stay occupied. Eventually I finalized my gear, and drop bags. I thought
about my race strategy every day.
Race Day
Beginning in Easton, Washington, CC100 is at the harder end of the spectrum in terms of mountain 100 milers, winding its way in a massive loop through the Cascades, from Easton to Hyak at Snoqualmie Pass, to
Kachess Lake, then the Thorp Mountain Fire Lookout, and back to Easton. It is considered harder than the
famous Western States 100. The course profile is scary on paper. The climbs are steep, beginning already at
2 miles. Save something for the second half, veterans suggest. Go easy early on, hike the climbs even in the
beginning or pay the piper in the second half. The race manual even states that many Cascade Crest DNFs
(Did Not Finish) begin on the first climb up Goat Peak, which starts after 2 miles. The mention of the dreaded
Cardiac Needles - the hardest part of the course, and which start at a sporting 80 miles is a stern warning to
back off on the early climbs and save some juice. Adam J. Hewey says “If you wouldn’t run it in the last 30,
don’t run it in the first 30”. Don’t
worry about me Adam!
Race morning for me was the usual
fun with friends. The elites and fastest runners were mostly serious,
but the middle and pack of the
packers were more light-hearted.
We lined up at the start and Adam
gave us some instructions although
I doubt anyone was listening. Next
was the national anthems of Canada and the US, a CC100 tradition,
and then off we went.
We started with 2 miles of flat/
slightly uphill and then the big climb
to Goat Peak. Everyone hiked it.
Oddly enough in the first 10 miles I
could I already see a few people
struggling which was not good for
them. (continues on page 6)
Arthur Martineau’s map of the course at Guye Cabin
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18th Cascade Crest Classic 100 Miler Endurance run (continued)
I felt good, tried to stay relaxed and stick to my strategy. Not having done a 100 before I only had to go off
what others had told me. Break down the 100 miles to just the distance between aid stations- simply go from
aid station to aid station. I moved at a moderate pace, drinking often to stay hydrated and keep my electrolytes
up, ate a gel every hour, and took real food at every aid station (mostly organic soup) We also had wraps, Piroskis, ravioli, pancakes. At mile 10 we had a popsicle, and at mile 15 a smoothie. Friends were at all 16 aid stations. I knew at some point I would run out of energy, the question was when.
Race Director Rich White found the course a little short so this year he added 3.3 miles and 1500’ of elevation.
He said they had used a “rounding factor” in the past. This added .75 to 2.0 hours to runners’ time.
At Blowout Mountain we join the beautiful forested single track of the Pacific Crest Trail for 30 miles until near
Snoqualmie Pass. I have run this section many times and expected it to go well. It did. I really enjoyed the Trail
Crew’s beer gauntlet with ice cold Rainier and Pabst- totally unexpected, but fun and appreciated.
Night falls at Meadow Mountain at mile 43. My legs feel good, my breathing is very easy and my stomach is
fine. I enjoy the dark- it is cooler, many stars, the course is well marked with reflectors, and the many strange
noises don’t bother me. My paces stays the same as I cruise up to Mirror Lake and then to Olallie Meadows
and the dreaded rope descent to the Iron Horse Trail. It is a long steep descent to the ropes and tunnel section. The “trail” down is loose, direct and tricky. I almost burn my hands as I fly down quickly. I power walked
the 2.2 mile Snoqualmie Tunnel with Glen M.
The Hyak aid station seemed to be on a break when I got there. I had to ask where the drop bags were, ask for
soup, and ask where to go to continue. I was in and out in about 5 minutes. On pavement to the other side of
the freeway, I kept a powerwalk, hoping I was doing better than 4 miles an hour. I continued to pass folks,
many of whom complained of stomach troubles and not able to eat or hold anything down. After 8.5 miles of up
we had another 8.5 miles of down. I complained that my light was not bright enough and had trouble running
so I kept the power walk to the Lake Kachess aid station.

View from the Pacific Crest Trail south to Mount Rainier
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This is where the notorious 5.5 mile “Trail from Hell” begins. This is a stretch of “bushwhack trail” that takes
most runners 2 hours to complete fresh and in daylight. It includes relentless ups and downs, creeks and rivers
to cross, rocks/roots/trees to climb over and under, and precarious footing along steep, washed-out embankments that threaten to end your race and maybe also your life. Less than a mile in, the sun rose with an amazing sunrise and it became light. I looked for that sunrise second wind that folks talked about, but I didn’t find it.
It was light though! 5 of us did the trail from hell together, forgetting it was a race.
The Mineral Creek Aid station was one of the best of the best. Hot soup, coffee, new socks and fun with Terry, Gary, and Reed. Power hiked up the dirt road to the no Name Aid station with the crazy Barvarian theme
and excitement, then off to the Needles, Thorp Mountain Lookout, and finally home to Easton.
The “Cardiac Needles” are described in the course guide as a “series of short, steep climbs,” up and down
some of the final peaks of the race. I have run the Needles 6 times so I know them very well, however, I had
never run them at mile 85 and they were a different animal.
People have asked me how many there are, and I just say “a lot, don’t count them”. I will never count them.
The Needles have never seen a switchback, so they just go straight up, up and more up, forcing runners to dig
deep. I seemed to get slower and slower with little juice. Near the Thorp Mountain Lookout Glen told me that
everyone feels that way, and I immediately felt better. I was amazed I was still capable of the some of hardest
ascents of my life.
Yea! Finally I was at the French Cabin Aid Station, where they immediately told me that if I didn’t leave very
soon they would start telling jokes. Although I enjoyed the views and the company I soon continued on my
way. It was only 10 miles to the finish.
For the next 6 miles I tried to keep moving as fast as I could although I could not really run. No juice, and my
right foot was gunked and hurt with every step. At one point my chest hurt, and I worried that I would get a
DNF at mile 95. Okay, slow down a little.
At Silver Creek I was met with a wonderful aid station, cheering folks, and
Doerte, who paced (ie dragged) me in to the finish. I was at my lowest in the
last miles.
I did it! From the first step across the start line in Easton, to that last
stumble across the finish, I spent 100 miles having fun, feeling stronger,
more confident. We are blessed to live in these rugged and magnificent
mountains of the Pacific Northwest.
I only wanted to do one 100 Miler - Cascade Crest Classic, and now I have
an awesome buckle! I will treasure it and all the memories that go with it for
years to come. I couldn't have done it without the unfailing support of my
beautiful wife Doerte Mahanay and the countless others who encouraged
me, told me I could do it, and trained with me. I am incredibly grateful for the
hundreds of people who were selflessly volunteer enabling us to spend this
time on the trail doing what we love to do the most, the amazing folks who
shape this race into the gem it is, the friends along the way-both new and
old, the challenging and playful course with breathtaking landscape. Thanks
to you all!!!
By Mike Mahanay
Finally a place to sit with a cold
drink
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Kids Nordic Ski Classes start in January
The Junior Nordic Program is a progressive program to teach children allround skills for Nordic skiing. For ages 4 to 8, we focus on striding
(classic) and downhill skills. Starting around age 8 or 9, kids learn to
skate. Kids age 9 and older split their season between classic and skating styles. For kids under the age of 10, learning through games and adventure is very important.
Kids in Treasure Trails, Little Nords, and Freeheelers will play a variety of
games like treasure hunts, skiing off trail through the woods, playing soccer on skis, and having snowball fights all in the process of learning to ski
well. When kids enter High Pros and are ready to for directed technique
coaching, they’ll be solid striders and skaters. January to March.

The Washington Alpine Club
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